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I Hate Making Collections Calls!

Self-Storage Managers Learn to Be Good
at Rent Collection, Even When They
Don’t Like It

FROM THE PRESIDENT

By Bob Copper; Self Storage 101

MASSA had great legislator support for our
lien modification bill and then, with the shifting
of a few people in key positions, it all fell apart.
Below is a summary of the legislative roads
already traveled and what you can do now to be
ready for action in 2013.
MASSA had been working closely with the
original Senate Chairwoman of the Joint
Committee on Economic Development and
Emerging Technologies. With various Senators
leaving the legislature to pursue opportunities
in the private sector, the Senate President had to
fill a variety of leadership positions within her
ranks. Unfortunately, she promoted the original
Chairwoman to Asst. Majority Whip, filling the
committee chairmanship with a new chair.
The new Senate Chairwoman, Gale Candaras,
was heavily involved in the gaming and
economic development legislation; meaning she
could not devote her full attention to matters
such as self-storage. While MASSA worked with
her in the time remaining within the formal
sessions, she continued to have questions and
sought potential amendments that would have
defeated the purpose of the original legislation.
That said, she and her staff have indicated a
willingness to work with MASSA to understand
the issue and work towards a solution that meets
our goals and continues to protect consumers.
Lynch Associates, MASSA’s lobbying firm,
continues to look for germane legislative
vehicles upon which our language may be
attached. While we are confined by the fact that
the legislature is in informal sessions whereby
one member can stop a piece of legislation;
there may still be an opportunity that presents
itself. Accordingly, we continue to work with
House and Senate leadership to pursue such
opportunities if they arise.
With the focus now on the fall elections, it
is more important than ever for members to
establish, renew or continue to get to know their
elected officials.
Continued on page 2

Who doesn’t hate making collection calls? Let’s face it, calling people
about paying their storage bill just isn’t fun. We would rather clean out vacant
spaces or straighten the filing system than sit down with that collections worksheet
and make those calls.
But we have to do it. As self-storage managers, we have two primary
responsibilities and two clear priorities: renting space and collecting rent. If we
don’t effectively collect payments, it really doesn’t matter how many spaces we rent.
Unfortunately, the ability to effectively work on and control collections is rarely
a natural gift. Some of us are natural salespeople, and some are natural managers
with great organizational skills. I don’t know that I’ve ever met anyone I could
point to and say, “That guy (or lady) was born to collect money!” None of us wants
someone to call us about a past-due bill, and we certainly don’t like calling others
about theirs.
Luckily, the skills necessary to be a great self-storage manager with highly effective
collections abilities can be learned using proven techniques and systems. You might
never learn to love making collections calls—at least, let’s hope not—but you can
learn to be good at it.

Why It’s Important
The first step in becoming a great collector is to understand how important revenue
is to the financial viability of your facility. Your owner has a great deal of capital at
risk—and most likely a very close relationship with a bank. He expects a certain
amount of return for that risk. You have a job because someone was willing to go
through a laborious financial and developmental process to build the self-storage
site; so it’s important that you, as the facility manager, take your responsibility to
maximize revenue seriously.
Think about it this way: What if you owned the facility? Would it be OK to avoid
collections calls? Would it be all right to waive late fees and allow past-due tenants
to move out without paying their balance? Would you be content to collect only 85
percent of the facility’s potential income each month? Probably not.

Collections Know-How
Once you have a clear understanding of why it’s critically important to do a great
job with collections, you need to know how to do it well. A great collections effort
starts with a great system. And a great system starts with the initial customer contact
Continued on page 7
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Legislation Blocked by Senator
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Managing Criminal Investigations at Self Storage Facilities

Welcome New Member!
Casey Huberty, Ponderosa Insurance Agency, Phoenix AZ
Jack Isenberg, Rt. 6 Storage, Swansea, MA
Howard Pryor, All American Self Storage, Natick, MA

By Scott I. Zucker, Esq.

Success just Out of Reach - Legislation Blocked by Senator
Continued from page 1
Specifically, as a MASSA member, you should take the time to get to know your
State Senators and State Representatives. As a regulated industry of sorts, owners
and managers of self storage facilities need to be able to make their concerns both
known and valued. This will be important to our 2013 efforts.
MASSA is now planning its 2013 Legislative Agenda. If anyone is interested in
assisting with our efforts, please contact Lorna Bolduc, Executive Director. She
will connect you to our Board representative and give you an overview of what
you can expect.
Save the date for the 2013 Northeast Self Storage Tradeshow! We’re meeting at
the Westford Regency, June 5-6, 2013.

Be friendly and cooperative. Although the situation may be
unnerving, you have done nothing wrong; so there is no reason
not to be helpful and polite.

Ask for identification. Depending on what is being asked,
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explain that you’ll need to prepare an incident report and you’ll
need their names and contact information. These days most law
enforcement officers have business cards. Getting their cards is
sufficient.

Listen to their questions. If they just ask for what YOU have
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hen the police or any law enforcement arrives at a self
storage facility, the reaction of most managers is the same.
What do I do? Can I get in trouble for helping the police?
Can I get in trouble for not helping? Do they need a subpoena or
a search warrant? What documents can I show them? Can I let
them in a unit?
These concerns are absolutely justified. It is disconcerting
when the police arrive at a facility since it suggests a problem
is occurring on the property. Their arrival does elevate the
responsibilities of the owner or manager to properly handle the
process of investigation that is about to occur. So the following
are some guidelines to consider when your facility is approached
by law enforcement:

You can provide the Rent Roll. If they ask to confirm if
a particular person is a tenant, you have the right to provide
that “rent roll” information (i.e. name of tenant and occupied
unit). At the same time, you have the right NOT to provide the
information and ask instead for a subpoena for the turnover of
ANY records to the police. The choice is yours - but understand
that the facility OWNS the information as to who their tenant
is and what unit they occupy. That information can be provided
upon request.

DEMAND such access and you should NEVER refuse to provide
such access when the police or any law enforcement demands entry.

There are exceptions to the rules. Another situation where
access is permitted is when law enforcement authorities seek access
into a tenant space which is delinquent. If a facility has already cut
the tenant’s lock for the purpose of performing an inventory on
the delinquent unit, it appears to be a right of the facility to allow
access to that delinquent unit without the need of a search warrant.
Similarly, warrantless searches are allowed for tenants who are on
probation or parole. The law provides that those individuals who
are on probation or parole do not enjoy the same expectations of
privacy as ordinary citizens. Once again, it is always best to request
that the police officers obtain a search warrant to search a tenant’s
space. Ultimately, whether a search was proper will be an issue to be
resolved between the tenant and the law enforcement agency.
Amend your Rental Agreements. As the likelihood of these
police searches increases, facility operators should consider
amending their rental agreements to explain the operator’s rights
and protections in these matters. For example, the agreement
should state that the facility retains the right to provide authorities
information concerning all of its tenants. Such provisions may
make a facility manager feel more comfortable answering questions
about a tenant instead of worrying that they are violating privacy
laws. u

It is inevitable that facility managers
and operators will have to deal with
investigations from law enforcement
agencies. Be prepared. There is no
liability to a self storage owner or
manager who follows the law.

Ask for a Subpoena. If they ask to see the tenant’s file (which
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Scott Zucker is a founding partner in the Atlanta law firm of
Weissmann Zucker Euster Morochnik P.C. and has been practicing
law since 1987. Scott represents self storage owners and managers
throughout the country on legal matters including property
development, facility construction, lease preparation, employment
policies and tenant claims defense. He also provides, on a consulting
basis, advice to self storage companies in the areas of foreclosure and
lien sales, premises liability and loss control safeguards. Scott can be
reached at 404-364-4626 or by e-mail at Scott@wzlegal.com.

Ask for a Search Warrant. If they ask to enter a tenant’s

Scan for a special offer.
Follow us on:

contains other information about the tenant, including address,
social security number, financial billing info, etc), you are within
your rights to deny such a request until a subpoena is provided.
However – there are also times where the police can DEMAND
such information (for example in “exigent” circumstances- where
a person’s life is at risk) and you should NEVER refuse to provide
information when the police or any law enforcement demands
its turnover. That’s why you prepare an incident report- to record
the events. It may later turn out that the search was unreasonable.
If it was, you cannot be held responsible for providing the
information, since it was incident to a demand from law
enforcement.

MASSA-09/12

©09/12 eMove®

unit, the answer is the same as a subpoena. Generally, you are
within your rights to deny such a request until a search warrant
is provided. However – there are also times where the police can
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Facebook For Self-Storage

Millennial This!

(Hint: You’re Doing It Wrong)

Generation Y Advantages in Your Workplace

by Brian Shreckengast, SelfStorageDeals.com

By Jim Mathis

So you’ve created a Facebook Profile for
your self-storage business. You’ve plastered
a pleasant photograph of your facility
across the cover page and uploaded a
stock photo of smiling models carrying
boxes as your profile pic. You’ve made a
few friends— or even more than a few. So
what’s the problem?

You’re doing it wrong. The thing
is, you aren’t using Facebook as Facebook
wants you to. It’s not that founder Mark
Zuckerberg is some kind of scrooge who
wants to boot your facility off his site
(we’re not sure that movie’s portrayal of
him is all that fair), he just wants you to
use it the right way. You see, a little while
back, Facebook made a few changes to
how they want businesses to use their site.
Facebook makes little changes all the time,
but this one was pretty big: They want
businesses to create Pages rather than
Profiles.

Pages vs. Profiles. What’s the
difference? Aren’t all Facebook entities
created equally? Not quite: Pages, Profiles,
and Groups each operate very differently
with their own capabilities (we’ll leave
Groups out of the discussion, as they’re a
separate topic). Facebook Profiles are for
people. Profiles can be used to connect
with friends and family as a representation
of yourself in your social network.
Facebook Pages are for businesses or
celebrities/public figures. Pages are to be
used as the social “face” of your company,
and to communicate with your fans. If
that sounds vague, let me break it down
for you:
Facebook Pages can’t:
• Add friends (others must “like” your
page and become “fans”)
• Upload content that directs users to
“like” your page
• Post on Facebook Profile walls or send
messages to other users
• Facebook Pages can:
• Post photos, videos, links, status
updates, polls, contests, and host
discussions (as Profiles can)
• Write on other Pages’ walls

• Create Facebook Ads
• View your page’s “Insights,” or
Facebook’s analytics

So why should you make the
change? Technically, it’s not optional.
It’s against Facebook’s user agreement for
businesses or services to create Facebook
Profiles. While Facebook hasn’t yet been
stringent in enforcing this policy, it will
strip businesses of their Profiles should
they too aggressively promote their
products or services. After all, this is why
they divided Profiles and Pages in the first
place. Otherwise, businesses could overpromote or “spam” Facebook and ruin
everyone’s experience.
You might be thinking that transferring
over to a Page is a downgrade, what with
its limitations – particularly the inability
to go out and actively add friends – and
that since Facebook hasn’t penalized your
Profile yet, you might as well keep on as
you’ve been going. After all, switching to a
Page will be like starting all over again—
you’ll no longer have any friends. But
then you’d be wrong, because not only
does switching to a Page now prevent any
future problems should Facebook decide
to be more stringent in its enforcement,
but it offers important advantages for
marketing your facility.

How does a Facebook Page help
me market my self-storage
facility? The first advantage of a
Page is that, just as a business can’t
create a Profile, a private person can’t
create a Page. Facebook will verify that
your Page is actually – and accurately representative of your business. This lends
your business a legitimacy that a Profile
can never grant. Users will be able to tell
that you’re a real, actual business and
not some scam that’s created a fake Page.
And trust us; savvy Facebook users will
definitely be quick to discern Profiles from
Pages.

The second advantage is the ability to
create Facebook Ads. While a Page can’t
go out and actively add friends, it can
use Facebook’s advertising tool to target
a specific audience— you’ve all seen
those ads in the margins of your screen
and have probably noticed that they’re
catered to your likes, interests and actions
on Facebook. While you might think of
Facebook as a free advertising platform,
Facebook Ads vary in prices and can be
very affordable depending on how you use
them. Because they’re so specific in their
targets, they’re also typically quite effective
when used to drive more fans to your Page.
The final – and likely biggest – advantage
of a Page is its ability to view Insights,
Facebook’s analytics tracker. Facebook will
keep track of how many people see your
posts (including friends of your fans),
how well each post performs (how often
it’s shared and liked), how many different
people viewed your page, and the gender
and location of your audience. Insights
puts all of this into a series of easy-to-read
graphs. None of this is trivial information,
as it basically tells you how well you’ve been
marketing your page, so you can discern
what you could do better.

Alright, I’m sold. So how do
I transition from a Profile to
a Page? Log out of Facebook. At the
bottom of the main login screen, just under
the green button that says “Sign Up,” find
the blue link that reads “Create a Page for
a celebrity, band, or business” and click it.
The next page will show you a grid of six
different choices; you’ll want to choose
the upper-left hand one that reads “Local
Business or Place.” Fill in all of the fields
accurately.
On the next page, choose “I already have
a Facebook account” and log in as you
would to your Profile. Then Facebook will
take you through the steps of adding your
pictures and information,

much as you would a Profile. By clicking
“Edit Page,” you can access a drop-down
that will allow you to give other employees
the ability to act as your Page. Finally, you
can easily switch back and forth between
posting as your Profile or Page by clicking
the downward-pointing triangle just to the
left of your “Home” button.

Marketing your switch. It might
be a pain to start from scratch, as you’ll
no longer have any friends. But Facebook
at least sympathizes with some of your
pain. They’ll allow you to invite all your
old friends to like your new Page, but only
once. If a friend ignores your suggestion
or simply loses it to their constant stream
of other notifications, then you’re out of
luck. That’s why we suggest announcing
your change to your friends on your Profile
and explaining the situation to them.
Though using your Profile to encourage
your friends to become fans of your Page
isn’t exactly couth with Facebook, you have
been breaking their rules this entire time
and are at least trying to do the right thing
now, so we encourage it. Just don’t be too
aggressive about it. u
This article originally appeared in The
Storage Facilitator, an educational blog for
industry professionals. The blog is published
by SpareFoot, the world’s largest search
engine for consumers to find, compare and
reserve self-storage units online. They also
offer web marketing tools that help storage
facilities reach new customers.

Save the Date!
Northeast Self Storage
Tradeshow
June 5-6, 2013

Westford Regency Inn
& Conference Center
Westford, MA

The Millennial Generation, GenY is a force to be reckoned with...and leveraged. They
possess many attributes and qualities that are required to keep your workplace and business
on the cutting edge.
They are influencing on a global scale. In 2008 they voted overwhelmingly for President
Barack Obama. They have a social agenda of their own. They are similar in some respects
to the three generations who preceded them; but they aren’t like any other generation in
history. They are connected and they are individual at the same time. They are a paradox
because they match the world they were raised in.
They are open-minded, but they have limited patience for the way you do business in their
scheme of the world. As the Millennial Generation moves from company to company,
they get fed up with leaders who try to treat everyone “fairly” according to the old rules
of management. GenY/Millennials are in the workplace with their creativity and their
differences. Most of them are very different. So how can you observe the challenges they
bring from a positive perspective and turn them into your advantage? How do you work
with a group that doesn’t relate the way any other generation has...ever?
Warning: These are trends! Tendencies. Observable differences. Not every Millennial is the
same (just as Baby Boomers and other generations are different from each other). These
are noticeable distinctives that characterize them as whole. Don’t assume they all apply to
everyone in this group, or yourself! There. Hope I made that point clear enough.

“It is about leveraging the strengths of the Millennials
to create a better workplace.” -Lauren Rikleen
Challenge 1 – Millennials are for the most part very mobile! They aren’t content to
remain in one place. Many change residences, jobs, careers and anything else that isn’t
nailed down more frequently than other generations (in the same way Baby Boomers
relocated more than their parents or grandparents). Millennials travel light for this purpose.
*Advantage - Millennials aren’t wedded to putting down roots - change has become a part
of their lives. You can “re-pot” them with very less effort in a new position or situation than
their older co-workers.
Working with them – Allow for mobile flexibility on their part (better life-work balance).
If they can do a job productively and with more results from their home, allow them the
hours and lack of micro-managing to do it that way. Don’t chain them down to your
traditional hours of operation. They are shopping, banking reserving and online hours after
your doors are closed. They can get more done at their laptop in an hour than you can in a
day at your desk. Trust them to produce results on their terms (not yours alone).

Challenge 2 – Many Millennials aren’t motivated by routine jobs and assignments.
They grew up with interactive video games. They are living in a world filled with threats of
terrorism, security scans, Kinnects, XBox and older people worried about the economy. In
the Middle East, they have overthrown dictators with Twitter and Facebook messaging (Just
as Boomers grew up in a world of television, VCRs, assassination attempts and cable news.
Continued on page 6
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Millennial This! Generation Y Advantages in Your Workplace
*Advantage - Millennials are attracted
to jobs where they are challenged and can
connect with others through familiarity
with communications, media, and digital
technologies. They want to do the internet
and IT jobs you can’t or won’t do. They
can add YouTube videos to your websitein
seconds. They can edit video content
so fast and overcome the greatest of
problems with a computer that you can
throw at them.
Working with them – Give them
challenging assignments no one else will
dare tackle. Reward them for thinking
creatively in ways they appreciate – maybe
not with more money, but more
creativity, challenges or flexible hours. Let
them set their own bar and see how well
they jump over it. They may set it higher
than you would have in the first place!

Challenge 3 - Millennials for the
overall don’t show a strong degree of
loyalty to a brand or traditional company
– unless they have a personal investment
in it. They will change careers (not just
jobs) 10 - 14 times in their lives with no
thought of company or brand loyalty.
They are focused on the rewards (more
than the Baby Boomers have been). They
get their news from the internet, The
Daily Show or their mobile device (which
they are on constantly). They tweet, text,
follow and “friend” in new and different
ways (redefining the meaning of all of
those terms regularly).
*Advantage – Millennials are more in
touch with other Millennials than you or
I are. They are the most connected group
of people the world has ever seen. They
answer the call to text funds to save the
children in Haiti, families in Japan and
people down the street from you. They
can put the world at your fingertips in
seconds and put even more Millennials in
touch with you.
Working with them – Encourage them to
use their connectivity and social skills to
the max to get your words out. Stretch
them – they can take it – to reach out
globally with your message of compassion
and caring for others. Allow them to give
feedback on how well your organization
reaches them and how it doesn’t.

Continued from page 5

Challenge 4 – Most Millennials aren’t
committed to traditional affiliations like
political parties; old-fashioned benevolent
fraternities; traditional banking/financial
institutions; some of the institutions their
parents valued or even their grandparents.
Many prefer rock and roll churches, instead of
favoring traditional worship services.
*Advantage – Millennials are committed
to causes…like eco-friendly, organic,
helping others in need and supporting the
downtrodden. They are more likely to accept
diversity in race, culture and national origin.
They will accept a program that lends itself to
“Green-friendly” versus “paperless.” They feel
they are contributing to saving the Earth and
not going along with company policies that
are irrelevant directly to them. They want to
build community wherever
they are… at the moment.
Working with them – Make their job a task they
value in or their most worthy cause. What
does your organization do that makes the
world a better place? What does your product
or service do to meet real needs people have?
How can you put them to work building your
community? Allow them to answer the most
probing questions you have. They were raised
on discussing issues that concerned them. Let
them do it for you now.

Challenge 5 – Millennials seem relate
to a very short attention span from older
generations’ perspectives, resisting teams with
rigid hierarchies. Many have been diagnosed
with Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD)
because of all the inputs they receive from
media, parents, school, society, pop culture,
cell phones, friends, etc.
*Advantage - Millennials offer multi-tasking
options. They can text and eat, talk and watch
television, or drive and talk on a cell phone
(not advised in most states and provinces).
But they are great at doing two things at once.
Working with them - Don’t put them on
competitive teams. They were brought up
helping each other in groups or in athletic
competitions where everyone got a “trophy”
for just showing up. Allow them to finish
a task; then help others in a supportive
community effort. Also, give
them opportunities where distractions would
hamper others. They can take it.
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Summary
Again, there are exceptions. So don’t
start writing me that you are a Millennial
(or you know some) who doesn’t fit the
category. I know; I get it. I don’t fit the
mold of many Baby Boomers. But there
are trends common to our generation that
will be changed forever as we depart the
workforce. And we are strong, but as we
depart…
The Millennial Generation will be even
more dominant as Baby Boomers retire
and exit the workplace. They are vastly
different, though. They aren’t content
with business as usual from your own
generational perspective. Most have little
patience for processes that don’t stand the
test of immediate gratification or response.
Find ways to challenge them and allow
their challenges to stretch you and your
organization to be more efficient, more
global and more
results oriented.
Oh, and make it fun for them! They will
reciprocate with added value and better
connectivity with your base and their
community. Leverage it! u
Jim Mathis is The Chief of Reinvention
Nation™, an international speaking
professional and author. To subscribe to his
free personal and professional development
newsletter, please send an email to:
subscribe@jimmathis.com with the word
SUBSCRIBE in the subject. An electronic copy
will be sent out to you every month. For more
information on how Jim and his programs can
benefit your organization or
group, please call 888-688-0220, or visit his
web site: www.jimmathis.com.

I Hate Making Collections Calls!

Continued from page 1

and the sales process. How you initially
interact with your tenants has a great deal to
do with your long-term business relationship
with them.
Your first contact must include a
professional greeting during which you stand
up when the tenant enters your office, ask
his name, and show genuine concern about
his need for storage. Self-storage customers
have many options, so you must show
appreciation for their consideration. An
initial show of respect goes a long way toward
setting the tone of the relationship with a
person.
Once a customer decides to become a
tenant, it’s important to get the relationship
off to a good start. This begins with the
tenant-information sheet, a document
containing all the information you’ll likely
need in case the tenant becomes past-due.
When completing the sheet:
• Get as much information as possible, even
if you need to pointedly ask or the tenant
needs to get back to you.
• Get as many phone numbers and other
contact information as you can, including an
e-mail address and cell-phone number.
• Never ask for an “alternate contact.”
Everyone knows that means “someone I can
bother if you don’t pay your bill.” Instead, ask
for an “emergency contact.”
• Never ask for numbers of relatives or
friends. Instead, make a big deal about your
great referral program and get as many
names and numbers as possible. People will
give you more information if they think
something’s in it for them than if they suspect
you’re looking for people to hassle.
• You must see and make a copy of the
tenant’s picture ID.
Keep in mind that you’ll never have a
better time than at lease up to get as much
information as possible. Once the tenant
becomes a delinquency problem, you’re not
getting any new info.
The next step in a great collections process
is clearly explaining the rental lease. This
important document deserves more than
a cursory glance and “Sign here. This just
says we’ll sell your stuff if you don’t pay.”
The customer must understand the late-fee
schedule and lien process, and know when his
next payment is due. It’s imperative you take
the time to effectively review the lease.

Also, quit using the term “grace period.”
If rent is due on the first of the month, the
tenant should be considered late on the
second, and he needs to understand that.

immediately after the promise is broken.

Time and Day

• Communicate with confidence. Sit up
straight and don’t multi-task.
• Never lose your cool. Don’t take tenants’
refusal to make their payments on time as
a personal slight.
• Take good notes. Document names, dates
and times regarding commitments to pay.
Have access to the tenant-information
sheet, not just the past-due list. There’s a
great deal of info on that sheet you should
be using to make effective calls.
• Be careful when leaving messages. Never
leave an account-specific message with
anyone but the tenant or on an answering
machine. Right-to-privacy issues still come
into play with self-storage collections calls.
• Increase intensity. The intensity of calls
ranges from “Hey, just wanted to remind
you about your payment due yesterday”
to “Your goods are scheduled to be sold at
auction Friday morning at 10 a.m.” The
point of collection calls is to get the tenant
to make his payment while retaining him
as a customer. Use tact and understanding
while clearly communicating your concern.

At some point, despite your best sales
presentation and lease review, some of
your tenants are going to become past-due.
Assuming you have a collections system, it
should kick into gear now. Your ability to
maximize facility revenue will depend on it.
The first step is to plan the event. Set
aside time to make your calls, whether daily
or weekly, depending on your workload.
Make sure you have as much information
available as possible. Set a manageable
goal for the number of calls to make based
on the time available. Focus on those
collections calls, and try not to multi-task.
Then decide when to call. Collection
calls should be started the day a customer
becomes past-due. Tenants should
understand that on the day they signed the
lease, they created an expectation that they
would pay rent on time, and you intend to
hold them to it.
Effective calls can be made morning,
noon and night, and times should be
staggered from day to day. For example, you
may schedule calls on Monday at 2 p.m. for
two hours, and Tuesday at 10 a.m. Change
the schedule the following week. If you keep
calling John Smith about his account at 10
a.m. every day and he never answers the
phone, it’s probably because he isn’t home
at 10 a.m. Try another time.
You must also decide whom to call.
Starting with the A’s and calling through the
alphabet rarely works because Zombrowski
will never get a call. Starting with the really
late tenants and calling by past-due date
rarely works because the “not-so-lates”
won’t get a call until they’re really late. Every
facility is different, but you might start
calling a particular building or floor on one
day, another on the next. Whatever your
system, it’s important to ensure every pastdue tenant gets called, and regularly.
There’s one particular tenant who must
be called every day, and that’s the one
who lied to you about paying yesterday.
When you fail to call tenants who made
commitments to pay the day before, you’re
letting them know it’s OK to lie to you.
Broken commitments must be addressed
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Making the Call
Once you start making calls, consider these
important points:

Effective collections are more science
than art. Having a clear and consistent
collections effort means increasing revenue
and decreasing stress levels. Create and use
your system with the “stick-to-it” finesse
that defines a self-storage professional.
This article originally appeared on
insideselfstorage.com and was reprinted
with permission of the author. Bob Copper
is the partner in charge at Self Storage 101,
one of the industry’s largest full service
consultant firms. The partners at Self
Storage 101 combine decades of operational
experience to provide the highest quality
products and services to the self storage
industry. They have worked with countless
owners and operators to improve facility
operations, increase revenues and add asset
value. Bob and the team at Self Storage 101
can be reached at 866-269-1311.

17 Rivendell Road
Marlborough, CT
06447-1260

Save the Date!
2012 Northeast Self Storage
Tradeshow

June 5-6, 2013

Westford Regency Inn &
Conference Center
Westford, MA

GET YOUR STORAGE
BUSINESS ON YOUR
OWN U-HAUL TRUCK.
®

®

10',14',17'
Trucks Available

SM

CO-BRANDED STORAGE TRUCK AGENT RENTAL
PROGRAM

Whether in use or on display, your truck makes
you more money and billboards your business too!

Investment Cost .................................. $0
Insurance Liability .............................. $0
Licensing Fees .................................... $0
Repair/Maintenance Fees .................. $0

Learn more at uhaul.com/dealer
Or scan this
QR code with
your mobile
device:

Profit ...................................... $2,500*
*Typical annual commission of a Co-STAR truck.

Enter Referral Code: MASSA912

THE VALUE OF A

DEALERSHIP
MASSA-09/12

©2012 U-Haul International
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